
 

 

My height and weight fall right into the size 34 swimwear (5’7” & 139lbs). My body measurements however 

fall right between size 32 and 34, so I consider myself to be on the cusp between sizes. For chest / bikini - I 

am also a 34B bra size. 

WOMEN’S RACERBACK: 

This swimsuit will fit comfortably based on the size chart. A 34 would be a good comfortable fit from the start, 

it was still tight, but not super tight and the larger size felt like it had more butt coverage. However, as 

someone who likes a tight suit for lap swimming, I would purchase the 32. 

It was a bit more of a squeeze to get into, but it felt good once on. 

Comparing against previous blueseventy suit models: 

If you have blueseventy suits from 2018-2020 (emoji print, lines print, older black solid) this suit will feel very 

similar overall. If you have current blueseventy suits (panda, azteca, midnight roses, blue solids, etc) this suit 

will feel a bit longer in the torso and slightly larger overall. I feel it's more of a true to size fit. 

See the photos below for detailed differences. On the back, the biggest difference is the butt coverage. The 

cut of this suit is slimmer than our older suits, which offered the most coverage, and is similar to the current 

suits. For me, the coverage in the size 32, felt like the coverage was less than I’d prefer, but the overall fit of 

the suit was good so I’d still have picked that size. On the 34, which still felt like a good fit, just not as tight, the 

butt coverage felt good and was more comfortable. The suit/strap section across the middle back is a little 

thicker, and the top of the butt section comes up a little higher, but in my opinion none of that is very 

noticeable. The main difference is the coverage on your derriere. The fabric is sleek and stretchy, but still very 

compressive and comfortable. 

RACERBACK SIZING RECOMMENDATIONS: 

● First - use the size chart associated with this specific swimwear. Take your measurements if possible 

and use that data along with your height and weight to determine your best size. 

● If you like a competitive (ie: TIGHT) fit, and you fall between sizes or at the bottom of a size range, I 

would recommend going with the smaller size. 

● If you prefer more coverage overall and a more comfortable fit (ie:  you don’t have to do a major 

wiggle dance to get into it) and you are between sizes or near the top of a size range, then go with the 

bigger size. 

● If you fall right in the middle of the size range, the suit should fit well but it is a tight fit. This is not 

going to fit like a 1 piece you buy at Target. It is meant to be tight fitting and compressive. 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

WOMEN’S PERFORMANCE THINSTRAP: 

The Thinstrap suit fits very similar to our previous open-back style (which we have not carried since our 2019 

suits). The straps are thinner, which allows them to stretch more. I was not able to try on a 32, but the 34 

sample felt to me like it would be a bit big when in the water. It was snug on, but not snug enough for that 

style of suit, in my opinion. If you look closely at the comparison photos below, you can see some rippling of 

fabric underneath my chest in the 34 sample. I would definitely purchase a 32 in this suit. 

Comparing against our previous suits: 

This suit felt comfortable and very similar to our previous open-back style. If you’re used to the thinner straps 

it should be comfortable for you. The main differences on the suit are a slightly different strap attachment in 

the front, making a more rounded look at the neck of the suit. On the backside, the rise of the butt area 

comes up a few inches higher than our previous open back suits, and the coverage is similar to our older 

(2018-2019) open back suits. So slightly less open back than our older suits, but overall still a very 

comfortable fit. The fabric is the same as the racerback, sleek and stretchy, but still very compressive and 

comfortable. If you have one of the Kona open back suits, it will fit similar, with a different cut butt, better 

fitting in my opinion. 

THINSTRAP SIZING RECOMMENDATIONS: 

● First - use the size chart associated with this specific swimwear. Take your measurements if possible 

and use that data along with  your height and weight to determine your best size. 

● I would size down if your height / weight and / or body measurements are between sizes, or even in 

the low to middle range of a size on the size chart. (for example, my height & weight put me in the 

low / middle of size 34 and my measurements are all between 32 and 34. I felt like the size 34 was too 

big and would buy a 32). 

● If you fall in the middle to top of  the size range, the suit should fit well at the recommended size. 



 

  


